Special Education Committee Meeting
2/7/2019 at 6pm
District Office Conference Room
Per BOG 006.2, all public meetings of the Board of Directors,
including committees, are audio recorded.
Social Skills group will be held in room HS 224
Called to Order at 6:01pm
Approve Minutes from the January 3, 2019 SEC Meeting
Old Business
 Fundraising: options for committee members to fund programs (Legos and/or Yoga)
We’ve been discussing opportunities to bring activities to our students. Parents wanted
something similar to the art classes from last year. We talked about a Legos group and yoga. We
reached out the community and received feedback/interest 5 and 5.
We’re at a fundraising point – we have to decide what the committee is going to do, who is going
to take a lead.
Question: Can we apply for Ed Fund money?
Alyssa Marton: Yes, we can, we need someone to take the lead and move forward to see if we
can get the funds awarded to us.
Comment: The list serv wasn’t clear.
Mrs. Marton: I changed the wording and sent another list serv. It went out twice. I can send it out
again. I would love to know if someone would volunteer to write and submit the Ed fund grant.
Q: Who can submit a grant?
Answer from public: Anyone can submit a grant request. You just need an administrator to sign
off on it.
Q: How much was the cost?
Mrs. Marton: $500 per student for Legos. Yoga was $75 per session. Yoga would be scheduled
after school. Legos would run during lunch time.
Q: What grades?
Mrs. Marton: K to 12. Yoga would have a secondary group at 2:30 for MS and HS, and for
elementary they’d have a session for that. Legos would run one class a month for 8 sessions.

We’d need to find children with similar communication levels. Re: Legos - this group limits us
as far as the inclusion we were interested in building. But yoga group is open. Just something to
keep in mind. I’ll put out another call for interest.
Q: How do you apply for the Ed fund grant?
Answer from public: It’s very easy. You fill out the application. Most of it can be attachments.
Then I need a breakdown of costs and 2 signatures from administrators.
Q: How long does the process take?
Answer from public: If you get it in, we will look at it right away. There is currently a 5k max
but there are some exceptions. I’d write two separate grants for the two classes since the cost is
different.
New Business
 No Place for Hate
Mrs. Marton: Dr. Lentz and I have brought this into the school, and it will begin next
school year. We’ll be forming a committee to discuss different activities. We need to do 3
per building per year. Some type of diversity, kindness, awareness activities, so students
understand what it means to be a No Place For Hate school.
 GLSEN
Mrs. Marton: This is an organization based out of NYC. We have some teachers in the
county looking to form a Bucks County chapter. The organization provides training and
support to teachers, students, and the community. We’ll be in touch with them if they
open a BC chapter. I did meet with our GSA and they were one of the most wonderful
groups of students. They gave great feedback. By the time they get to HS they said they
don’t feel like there’s much of an issue. Bullying is not the issue, they say. The real issue
is teaching the community and families that there is a difference between bullying and
conflict. Their suggestions were about getting the community involved about kindness
and diversity. They also feel comfortable going to a counselor if there is a problem.
 Head Start and Pre-School EI class at the LES
Mrs. Marton: In addition to Head Start, we’ll also be bringing in a preschool intervention
class. Our goal is to bring the kids back into our home school district. Some are bussed
up to 45 minutes away. These classes will be inclusion classes. It will give us a chance to
get to know our youngest learners.
Q:

What if you get hundreds of people who are interested in the program?

Mrs. Marton: There are income requirements for it. And early intervention students would need
to have a diagnosis. This is for our 3-5 year-old population. Both programs are run by the BCIU
but would be housed here.
 Lauren Enders – Assistive Technology Specialist
o What is assistive technology and how it is used
Lauren Enders: I’m an SLP and work as a full time augmentative communication consultant. I
use social media to learn and share information.
We can think of it as a different language. Natural speech and sign are considered unaided,
whereas augmented communication is not.
Some common myths about AAC:





AAC does not impede development of speech and language skills.
Children don’t need to be able to match or identify picture to develop AAC skills.
No prerequisites to start with augmentative communication. Our only prerequisite is
whether they are breathing. (quote from expert)
There are no cognitive or behavioral prerequisites.

There is sometimes fear that if you put AAC in place the students won’t go on to communicate
orally later on. Not usually true. For some it’s a transitional strategy.
“My mouth betrays my brain.” – a quote from a student who is highly verbal but sometimes loses
her ability to speak during moments of stress or anxiety.
Other factors can take away our oral speech, but it doesn’t mean that the child is being lazy or
obstinate.
You don’t have to be completely non verbal to benefit from AAC.
Sometimes they just need a little support. Bridge the gap. Very empowering for them.
Providing access to AAC tools is only the first step. Intervention helps.
Challenging behavior is often communicative. They are not able to express anxiety. Especially
with autism. We should be focusing on building their communication.
There are 2 kinds of vocabulary:
1. Core vocabulary – closely aligned with sight words, makes up 80-85% words we use
every day
Core should be a main part of all AAC systems because it allows for most flexibility.

2. Fringe vocabulary – low frequency, personal core of words. Biggest motivators are the
words most particular to the child. Use questionnaire with both students and teachers.
15% fringe


How do children learn language?

Extensive interaction with other people in their environments.
Children acquire language easily without effort of formal teaching. It happens automatically.
We don’t learn language by testing.
We make communication seem like a demand, but in real life, communication is more of a
pleasant interactive experience.
It’s about the interaction. We need to interact with kids in their language.
Down with demands, up with invitations.


So how do we teach language with AAC users?

Aided language stimulation and modeling - modeling the language you’re expecting from them.
We always have to give kids MORE vocabulary. By giving a limited vocabulary we are
plateauing their language. Err on the side of more.
Siblings can be very helpful and powerful allies.
Everyone needs to play a role in helping children use and learn AAC.
We bombard infants for the first 12-18 months of their lives and don’t expect anything in return.
It takes time for older children too.


Other reasons for modeling:

Catching errors in the system.
Helps communication partners learn their system.
Validating their system.
Language is more than wants and needs. They need to learn questions, how to ask questions.
Rule of thumb: if kids are using one word, we model back with 2 and 3. We do this naturally
with kids speaking orally.


How to use aided language stimulation?

It takes time. Start small. Model core. Using modeling and aided language - talking to them
while you are modeling – not every single word. It will slow you down, and that’s ok, it will be
helpful.

S:
Mo:
R:
R:
E:
S:

Coaching protocol: SMoRRES
slow rate
Model (point while doing self and parallel talk)
respect and reflect
repeat
expand (build up)
stop (pause and allow the child to respond)

It can take 10-15 seconds, or up to 30 seconds, for a response. We need to be better at holding
our tongues. Over prompting is a problem.


Other resources

AAC Boot Camp – google it
Videos on Pinterest on what modeling looks like, Dana Nieder of Uncommon Sense Blog (mom
to AAC user Maya)
Sometimes we don’t know what to talk about to kids with AAC. Kids like to talk about personal
experiences. We can create remnant or experience books. Saving things – ticket stubs, or even
pictures on a phone, make an album. People can ask much better questions to kids by using these
things as prompts.
You can create wearable and portable core! Placemats, pillow cases, temporary tattoos, etc.
Placemats are a great way to start.
Q: Do you work with the parents in the school district?
Lauren Enders: The way that I work with school districts - I’m responsible for 5 including this
one – is that the school district sends in a referral to me. Then I work with the team and try to
provide whatever supports are needed. I ask parents and siblings to come in for the meetings if
possible.
Q: Any specific programs you use or recommend?
Lauren Enders: Proloquo2Go is the first, before the iPad. But all apps and devices have a unique
feature set. It has to be a match with the child. I can tell you which ones are robust. The fewer
buttons you have the more you have to navigate. We recommend as best practice the most
buttons that a child can visually and physically access.

Proloquo, Touch Chat, LAMP Words For Life, Speak for Yourself. Those are the 4 we often use.
But it’s very specific per child.
Q: How often is yoga being offered?
Mrs. Marton: That’s up to us, depending on interest and the grant. Weekly. Monthly, etc.
Comment: This is something to possibly discuss at another meeting - MTSS.
Mrs. Marton: Yes. Dr. Malone and I are discussing some joint topics that would work for
Curriculum and Special Ed. We will definitely consider MTSS. For our next meeting in March
we will have a speaker discussing executive functioning and instructional strategies.
Q: If we want to be committee members, can we contact you?
A: Yes.
Meeting adjourned 7:08pm.

